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Fig. 1. The cover of the Red Data Book of Ukraine

1.  Introduction ñ a new edition of the Red Data

Book of Ukraine against the background

of neighbouring countries

At the end of 2009, the third edition of the ÑRed
Data Book of Ukraineî (RDBU) was published (Fig. 1).
It includes 826 species of plants and fungi so, in com-
parison with the previous edition (Sheliag-Sosonko
1996), the list has increased by 35%. It is dominated by
vascular plants (611 species), although increase in their
number is the lowest (28%). Mosses are represented by
46 species (39% more than in the previous edition),
algae ñ 60 (72%), lichens ñ 52 (48%), fungi ñ 57 (47%).
In general, the new edition of the RDBU includes about
13.5% of the spontaneous flora of vascular plants of
Ukraine, which consists of about 4500 species. This
percentage is close to that of neighboring states, rang-
ing from 10 to 17%: Belarus ñ 10.5%, Lithuania ñ
17.6%, Latvia ñ 16%, Poland ñ 15%, Bulgaria ñ 15.1%
etc. However, we have a much bigger total species list
than neighboring countries: Poland has 296 species of
vascular plants, Belarus ñ 173, Lithuania ñ 238,
Moldova ñ 117 and the closest to us is Bulgaria ñ 589
species (Belavicius & Ladyga 1992; Kaümierczakowa
& Zarzycki 2001; Andruöaitis 2003; Khoruzhyk et al.
2005; Tashev 2008). This could be explained by several
reasons. N
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Firstly, the territory of Ukraine is situated in three
botanical and geographical zones (Forest, Forest-steppe,
and Steppe) and includes two diverse mountain ranges
(Carpathians and Crimean Mountains). Thus, many
species are on the edge of their range and reduce it or
decrease in the population number under the influence
of various anthropogenic factors. A considerable per-
centage of species rare for the plain, are common in
Carpathians (such as Lunaria rediviva, Sorbus tormi-
nalis, Lycopodium annotinum, Succisella inflexa) or do
not occur outside the mountainous region. Based on this
specific character of zoning, it would be appropriate to
create separate regional Red Data Books.

Second, Ukraine has no official lists for other cat-
egories of species, equivalent to the exploited species
list in Poland that Ñunloadsî the RDBP.

Thirdly, Ukrainian botanists often employ a narrow
understanding of a species that corresponds to subspe-
cies or even to ecological races. Because many of them
have a very narrow range and their numbers are cata-
strophically reduced under the influence of anthropo-
genic factors, it is natural to treat such species as those
that need protection (e.g., species of genus Stipa,
Centaurea, Scrophularia cretacea, S. granitica, S.
donetzica, Rosa donetzica, etc).

Fourthly, Ukraine lacks an approved official list of
habitats (Habitat directive is a document of the European
Union that was adopted in Brussels in 1992 (92/43/
EWG), unlike many Western European countries.
Adopting such list would ensure preservation of many
species of mosses, lichens, algae and vascular plants
that are not subject to the direct anthropogenic impact.
Their conservation would be achieved through the habi-
tat conservation. The ÑGreen Book of Ukraineî does
not solve this problem, because, in many cases, the
evaluation of rarity of plant communities is based on
the presence of species from the ÑRed Data Bookî. In
addition, many rare species are coenophobs, and they
occur outside of plant communities.

2. Comparison of red lists of Ukraine and Poland

It is interesting to compare species listed in the
RDBU and RDBP (Kaümierczakowa & Zarzycki 2001;
Mirek & PiÍkoú-Mirkowa 2008). Out of 296 species
listed in the RDBP, 89 species (30%) are included in
the RDBU. In the largest extent, it relates to wetland
species (e.g., Aldrovanda vesiculosa, Betula humilis,
Caldesia parnassifolia, Carex chordorrhiza, Chamae-
daphne calyculata, Hammarbia paludosa, Ludvigia
palustris, Saxifraga hirculus, Salix lapponum, S.
myrtilloides), the Carpathian mountainous plants (Astra-
galus australis, Bellardiochloa violacea, Calianthemum
coriandriifolium, Cartusa matthioli, Dianthus gratiano-
politanus, Primula farinosa, Veronica bellidioides,

Woodsia alpina, etc.), to a lesser extent to the Malo-
polska-Podilsky endemics (Carlina onopordifolia and
Chamaecytisus albus).

Guided by the general principles of IUCN (1994,
2001), Ukrainian and Polish botanists have also used
slightly different approaches to compile lists, which
reflect regional peculiarities of each state and certain
traditions.

This lies in the fact that the RDBU includes all rep-
resentatives of Orchidaceae, while the RDBP includes
only certain selected taxa. Given that the Tatra Moun-
tains are much higher (the highest point is 2665 m a.s.l.)
than Ukrainian Carpathians (the highest peak is 2061
m a.s.l.) and that alpine zone of the latter is fragmen-
tary, many species common for the Tatra Mountains
are rare for Ukrainian Carpathians (Loiseleuria pro-
cumbens, Dichodon cerastioides, Minuartia verna, Sem-
pervivum montanum, Jovibarba hirta, Primula minima,
Saxifraga androsacea, S. bryoides, S. luteo-viridis, S.
oppositifolia, Veronica aphylla, etc.). For Ukraine, spe-
cies of raised bogs are rare (Andromeda polifolia,
Drosera anglica, D. intermedia, Oxycoccus microcarpa,
Scheuchzeria palustris, Cladium mariscus, Eleocharis
mamillata, Schoenus ferrugineus, Hydrocotyle vulgaris,
Tofieldia calyculata, etc.), while in Poland they have a
much wider distribution (Zajπc & Zajπc 2001).

However, in Poland, species of southern steppes
(Hypericum elegans, Allium rotundifolium, Iris aphylla,
Silene borysthenica, Prunus fruticosa, Lathyrus
pannonicum, Linum austriacum, L. hirsutum, etc.), Sub-
Mediterranean (Lithospermum purpureo-caeruleum,
Dorycnium herbaceum, D. germanicum) and halophytic
and brackish species (Halimione pedunculata, Atriplex
littoralis, Plantago maritima) are rare but they are com-
mon in Ukraine.

Not the least role play certain traditions of collecting
medicinal plants, which result in critical reduction of
Ukraine populations of Rhodiola rosea, Gentiana lutea
and heavily decreasing populations of species of
commercial interest: Allium ursinum, Adonis vernalis,
Galanthus nivalis and Sorbus torminalis.

Besides the RDBP, some other documents regulate
limits of collecting and sustainable use of plant resources
in Poland. However, there are no such policies in
Ukraine. Thus, the only effective measure of species
protection is to include them in the RDBU. As a result,
the RDBU is quite voluminous.

3. New quality of the third edition of the Red Data

Book of Ukraine

The new edition of RDBU differs from the previous
one not only in the number of species, but also in a
fundamentally new quality (Figs. 2 and 3). The latter is
expressed in the fact that, where possible, more detailed
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environmental and coenotic characteristics are pre-
sented. This required a large amount of material that
was collected by botanists in various regions of Ukraine.
Many specimens were collected for the first time. How-
ever, we did not manage to verify the presence of spe-
cies in many localities and to assess the status of popu-
lations there, as did Polish scientists. Therefore, this
task remains open for the future, because knowledge of
ecology of species and the state of their populations
makes possible to assess potential threats and develop
protection measures.

Although we could not avoid such declarative pro-
posals as Ñmonitor the status of populationsî, Ñculti-
vate in botanical gardensî, or Ñdo not violate habitatsî,
an effort was made to clarify and outline proposals for
each species. For example, pasturing, tree felling,
changes to the hydrological regime, artificial tree plant-
ing, plant collection and, for certain small local popu-
lations, even herborization should be restricted. In our
view, this approach makes it possible to offer effective
measures to preserve certain species. It is known that
the protection regime adopted in reserves led to a size
reduction or disappearance of populations for which
these reserves were created. However, it is illogical to
ban the collection of Pistacia mutica in the Crimea,
Betula borysthenica, Adonis vernalis or Trapa natans,

based on the sole fact that they are included in the ÑRed
Data Bookî. On the other hand, local populations of
several species that comprise only a few dozens or a
few hundreds of specimens, in the area of just a few
square meters, suffer from herborization much more
(e.g., Silene jailensis ñ in the Crimea, Linnea borealis
ñ in Carpathians).

Another essential measure is the prohibition of arti-
ficial tree planting, especially of alien species, often
pines or other introduced trees, in the areas where rare
herbaceous plants grow. This situation is particularly
critical in the Steppe and Forest-steppe zones, where
people try to increase forest area by terracing virgin
steppes, which are inhabited by rare plant species. Terra-
cing of chalk slopes in the basin of the Siversky Donets
or Ak-Kaya sanctuary, limestone slopes of the Dniester
River and its tributaries, or reforestation of Crimean
yaila led to the loss of many valuable biotopes. Even if
these steps have resulted in forest restoration in some
cases, habitats of rare species were destroyed, such as
the last location of Dianthus gratianopolitanus on the
slopes of the Dniester near Zalishchyky that, despite
the exhaustive searches, is not found in Ukraine now.

Therefore, we should emphasize that placing spe-
cies into the RDBU is not a Ñtabooî, as some zealous
conservationists try to interpret, but it is information

Biodiv. Res. Conserv. 19: 87-92, 2010

Fig. 3. The example ñ page from the Red Data Book of Ukraine ñ
Carlina onopordifolia

Fig. 2. The example ñ page from the Red Data Book of Ukraine ñ
Taxus baccata
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that should serve as a basis for further development of
many effective systemic actions.

One should examine in detail the question of spe-
cies categorization by their conservation status. Accord-
ing to Art 13 of Law of Ukraine ÑOn the Red Data Book
of Ukraineî, species are divided into seven categories,
which are similar but not identical to the IUCN catego-
rization (IUCN, 1994; 2001) (Table 1).

The difference between these approaches is that the
IUCN categorization is based mainly on the structure
(dynamics, number) of populations and their overall
condition within the whole species area. Although the
Ukrainian approach considers this criteria, trends in area
changes within Ukraine are a principal factor. Thus, in
fact, in our categorization a situation when the species
has disappeared from the territory of Ukraine, but oc-
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curs in natural areas outside the country is not reflected.
We have included such species in the second category,
extinct in the wild (in Ukraine).

There is no clear direct dependence between other
categories too. We have developed species categoriza-
tion according to the IUCN criteria for vascular plants
(which is not reflected in the RDBU) and carried the
overall comparison between the abovementioned cat-
egories (Table 2). Categories EX and EW, in slightly
changed interpretation, conform to categories Çextinctí
and Çextinct in the Wild (in Ukraine)í, although this
issue is debatable. Critically endangered (CR) ñ 81 spe-
cies ñ are put in the category of Çendangeredí, although
the latter is a much broader category, including almost
a half (63) of endangered (EN) species. A significant
portion (50) of category EN is classified as the category

Table. 1. Comparison of categorization of species by their threatening status, used in RDBU and IUCN

Table 2. Matrix of the quantitative distribution of species between categories of conservation status, taken in the ÑRed Data Book of
Ukraineî (2009) (a) and IUCN (b)

Conservation status categories adopted for RDBU Conservation status categories of IUCN (1994). Version 2.3 
Extinct – species for which there is no information about 
their presence in natural or artificial conditions  
Extinct in the wild – species that have disappeared in the 
nature of Ukraine, but remained outside it or in specially 
created environments 
 
 
 
 
Endangered – endangered species, which reduce area or 
decline in number; their preservation requires removal of 
negative factors 
 
Vulnerable – species that in the nearest future can be 
attributed to the endangered if the negative factors will 
remain 
 
 
Rare – species known from few locations, their populations 
are characterized by relatively stable, but low rates 
Unvalued – species identified as such that may belong to the 
category of endangered, vulnerable or rare, but not yet 
assigned to these categories, including more or less widely 
distributed 
Insufficiently known – species that require further research 
and cannot be attributed to any of these categories due to 
lack of the necessary factual information, including 
taxonomically critical species 

EX (Extinct) – when there is no doubt that taxon is extinct 
 
EW (Extinct in the Wild) – this is a taxon, specimens of 
which have been preserved in the culture 
 
CR (Critically Endangered) –there is a high threat of 
extinction: population distribution is limited to 10-100 km2, 
and observations over a period of 10 years or three 
generations, confirm that 80% of populations are vulnerable 
EN (Endangered) – determined by the following 
characteristics: distribution of populations is limited to 500-
5000 km2, and mentioned above observations confirm that 
50% of the populations are vulnerable 
VU (Vulnerable) – the spread is limited to 2000-20000 km2, 
and observations confirms that 20% of populations are 
vulnerable 
LR (Lower Risk) – lower risk, but require attention, 
conservation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DD (Data Deficient) – insufficiently investigated, the degree 
of threat is difficult to assess due to lack of relevant 
information 

 

b 
� 

EX EW CR EN VU LR DD Total % 

Extinct in Ukraine 2 . . . . . . 2 0.3 
Extinct in the wild . 12 . . . . . 12 2.0 
Endangered . . 81 63 2 1 . 147 24.1 
Vulnerable . . 7 28 140 31 7 213 34.9 
Rare . . 14 50 63 13 4 144 23.6 
Unvalued . . . 4 7 58 1 70 11.5 
Insufficiently known . . . . . . 23 23 3.8 
Total 2 12 145 102 212 103 35 611  
% 0.3 2.0 23.7 16.7 34.7 16.9 5.7  100 
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Çrareí and a small number (28) ñ as Çvulnerableí spe-
cies. The latter category is mostly formed of species
that reduce their number (area) (VU) ñ 140, a part con-
sists of species (31) that are not threatened yet and have
a wide range of distribution, and Çendangeredí species
(28). The core of LR group consists of ínot evaluatedí
(58) and a small number (31) of Ñvulnerableî species.
Finally, in the group of Çinsufficiently knowní we have
included species with a controversial taxonomic rank
(DD). Despite the lack of direct correspondence between
the categories, we have quite a logical direct depen-
dence between these categories.

Assessing the distribution of taxonomic categories
of the highest rank in relation to the conservation status
categories, we have the following picture (Table 3).

Of the great interest is geographical distribution of
the RDBU species in relation to the natural regions of
Ukraine. At the level of geobotanical provinces and

subprovinces (Didukh & Sheliag-Sosonko 2003), there
are 119 species in Polissya Subprovince of Coniferous-
broadleaf Forests (East European Province of Broad-
leaf and Coniferous-broadleaf Forests), a majority of
which (about 70 species) is typical for the whole
Polissya, 41 ñ for the Right-bank, and only 6 ñ for the
Left-bank Polissya. Central European Province of
Broadleaf Forest, which includes the Volyn Highland,
Male Polissya, Roztochya, Opillya, Pokuttya and
Western Podillya to Tovtry Ridge, has 154 species.
Forest-steppe Zone that refers to two provinces (three
subprovinces) within the territory of Ukraine is characte-
rized by the following indicators: Pannonian Province
that occupies a small territory of the Transcarpathian
region includes 73 species (12% of the total list), East
European Forest-steppe Province ñ 156 species, the
Ukrainian Forest-steppe Subprovince ñ 145 species
(23.7%), and Central Russian Subprovince that occupies

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Vascular plants 2 12 145 215 145 69 23 611 
Mosses . 1 7 7 31 . . 46 
Algae . . 1 30 29 . . 60 
Lichens . . 5 26 21 . . 52 
Fungi . 1 19 11 23 . 3 57 
Total 2 14 177 289 249 . . 826 

Table 3. Quantitative distribution of the highest taxonomic ranks within the categories of conservation status of the ÑRed Data Book of
Ukraineî (2009)

Explanations: 1 ñ Extinct in Ukraine, 2 ñ Extinct in the wild in Ukraine, 3 ñ Endangered, 4 ñ Vulnerable, 5 ñ Rare, 6 ñ Unvalued, 7 ñ Insufficiently known, 8 ñ Total

Threatening category 
Regions 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Vinnytsia . 2 7 41 13 22 . 85 
Volyn’ . . 10 61 21 17 . 109 
Dnipropetrovs’k . 1 4 42 13 13 . 73 
Donetsk . . 18 61 25 26 11 141 
Zhytomyr . . 11 58 21 21 . 111 
Transkarpathia . 6 52 88 100 22 . 268 
Zaporizzhia . . 4 36 12 12 . 64 
Ivano-Frankivs’k 1 2 30 80 84 28 12 227 
Kyiv . . 16 57 26 18 . 117 
Kirovograd . .  35 8 12 . 55 
AR of Crimea . 3 58 135 96 33 9 334 
Lviv . 3 29 79 41 26 . 178 
Luhans’k . . 16 45 20 28 7 116 
Mykolaiv . . 7 41 23 14 2 87 
Odesa . . 14 66 36 20 3 139 
Poltava . . 7 41 10 24 . 82 
Rivne . . 9 54 23 18 . 104 
Sumy . . 9 41 13 21 1 85 
Ternopil’ 1 . 15 48 30 24 . 118 
Kharkiv . . 9 57 15 28 2 111 
Kherson . . 13 70 25 16 3 127 
Khmelnytsky . . 14 56 19 24 . 113 
Cherkasy . . 8 42 20 18 . 88 
Chernivtsi 1 1 19 57 37 25 1 141 
Chernigiv . . 7 38 14 21 . 80 
Total 2 14 177 289 249 69 26 826 

Table 4. Distribution of plant species listed in the ÑRed Data Book of Ukraineî (2009), within regions of Ukraine

Explanations: 1 ñ Extinct in Ukraine, 2 ñ Extinct in the wild in Ukraine, 3 ñ Endangered, 4 ñ Vulnerable, 5 ñ Rare, 6 ñ Unvalued, 7 ñ Insufficiently known, 8 ñ Total
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part of Sumy and Kharkiv regions ñ 70 species (11.4%).
Ukrainian Forest-steppe Subprovince is quite hetero-
geneous in species distribution: in its Right-bank part,
63 species of the RDBU are present, in the Left-bank ñ
just 13, and 69 species are common. Steppe Zone, which
occupies 40% of the territory of Ukraine, has the most
species listed in the RDBU (total 246), among which
212 species are spread throughout the Pontic Province,
53 of them are characteristic only to the Right-bank, 69
ñ to Left-bank, 84 ñ to South (the Lower South Bug,
Dnieper, Sivash and steppe region of Crimea), and 103
species for Central Don Subprovince, with 34 of them
typical for this region.

Although mountain ranges cover small area, their
flora is very rich. They are characterized by high ende-
mism and the presence of species that have very local
and disjunctive distribution, caused by altitudinal
zoning. Among taxa listed in the RDBU, 207 species
occur in the Carpathians and 179 in the Crimean Moun-
tains.

However, quite a different picture emerges if we ex-
amine species distribution within the administrative re-
gions of Ukraine (Table 4). The Crimean Autonomous
Republic takes the first position (334 species), with the
highest percentage of vulnerable species (135). The
second place belongs to Transcarpathian (268 species),
the third ñ to Ivano-Frankivsk region (227 species), both
with the highest percentage of rare species (respectively,

100 and 84). At the same time, a majority of species
that have disappeared from the territory of Ukraine are
from the Transcarpathian region (6). In the Crimea, this
figure is probably higher, but these species were not
included in the list, because many of them are annual,
oligoennial plants (Cerastium stevenii, etc).

Regions with more than 100 species in the RDBU
include Lviv, Chernivtsi, Donetsk, Odesa, Kherson,
Ternopilí, Kyiv, Luhansík, Khmelnytsky, Ternopilí,
Vinnytsia, Volyní and Rivne. The lowest number is
characteristic for Dnipropetrovsík, Zaporizzhia and
Kirovograd regions that do not have high habitat
diversity, and their territory is so affected by anthropo-
genic impact that many species typical for this area are
extinct. However, in this question, not the last role can
play an insufficient level of investigations in the area.

4. Conclusion

Clearly, the RDBU is an important document that
will play a significant role in environmental protection
over the next decade. Its creation is a result of painstaking
work of many teams of botanical institutions and indi-
vidual enthusiasts from Kyiv, Lviv, Donetsk, Simfer-
opol, Chernivtsi and other cities. This book reckons
Ukrainian studies, reflecting the level of knowledge and
thus defines the problems and prospects for future re-
search.
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